The dynamics of an inverted flag are investigated experimentally in order to find the conditions under which self-excited flapping can occur. In contrast to a typical flag with a fixed leading edge and a free trailing edge, the inverted flag of our study has a free leading edge and a fixed trailing edge. The behaviour of the inverted flag can be classified into three regimes based on its non-dimensional bending stiffness scaled by flow velocity and flag length. Two quasi-steady regimes, straight mode and fully deflected mode, are observed, and a limit-cycle flapping mode with large amplitude appears between the two quasi-steady regimes. Bistable states are found in both straight to flapping mode transition and flapping to deflected mode transition. The effect of mass ratio, relative magnitude of flag inertia and fluid inertia, on the non-dimensional bending stiffness range for flapping is negligible, unlike the instability of the typical flag. Because of the unsteady fluid force, a flapping sheet can produce elastic strain energy several times larger than a sheet of the deformed mode, improving the conversion of fluid kinetic energy to elastic strain energy. According to the analysis of the leading-edge vortex formation process, the time scale of optimal vortex formation correlates with efficient conversion to elastic strain energy during bending.
Introduction
The interaction of an elastic sheet with a uniform free stream has been studied to understand flutter of a flag in wind, industrial processes for paper and thin films (Chang & Moretti 2002; Watanabe et al. 2002) , and biological phenomena such as snoring and animal locomotion (Huang 1995; Zhang et al. 2000; Ristroph & Zhang 2008) . In these studies, an elastic sheet had a fixed leading edge and a free trailing edge, a flag-type configuration. Many studies on the dynamics of the flag have focused on stability analysis (Guo & Païdoussis 2000; Tang, Yamamoto & Dowell 2003 ; † Email address for correspondence: daegyoum@caltech.edu c Cambridge University Press 2013 D. Kim, J. Cossé, C. Huertas Cerdeira and M. Gharib Schematic of an elastic sheet with a free front end and clamped rear end (top and side views). The dashed straight line is the initial shape of the sheet. A is the distance between two peaks of the tip in the y-direction, and s is the curvilinear coordinate from the rear end. Argentina & Mahadevan 2005; Eloy et al. 2008 ) and the correlation between nonlinear dynamics and wake structure (Zhang et al. 2000; Connell & Yue 2007; Alben & Shelley 2008; Michelin, Smith & Glover 2008) .
Recently, flow-induced flapping of an elastic sheet has been proposed as a new approach for harvesting fluid kinetic energy. This method requires fluid kinetic energy to be converted to strain energy of the structure. Then, the strain energy is converted to electrical energy with piezoelectric materials (Allen & Smits 2001; Taylor et al. 2001; Akaydin, Elvin & Andreopoulos 2010; Li, Yuan & Lipson 2011; Michelin & Doaré 2013) . However, under the conditions previously studied, the critical flow velocity required for flapping is high, thereby making this an impractical method of energy harvesting. Thus, in most experimental studies, an upstream bluff body was used additionally to induce large oscillation of the downstream structure.
For the successful application of flow-induced oscillation to energy harvesting, the structure should be designed to easily become unstable at low critical flow velocity and have high excitation amplitude. In this regard, we study an alternative configuration to induce self-excited flapping of an elastic sheet. The configuration of our interest is an inverted flag in which the leading edge is free to move and the trailing edge is clamped (figure 1); the end conditions are the opposite of a typical flag. This design was motivated by the fact that a mechanical model with a free front end and a fixed rear end is generally more susceptible to instability to external axial loading than its counterpart with reverse end conditions. An inverted pendulum under gravitational force and a buckling bar under compressive force are such examples. The vibrating leaves of a tree also give a hint for this inverted flag design (Shao, Chen & Lin 2012) . The leaves can flutter in a breeze regardless of their orientation to wind, which exemplifies that the flag-type configuration is not a necessary condition for flow-induced flapping.
To the best of our knowledge, little information is available on the coupling of an inverted flag configuration with a free-stream flow. Buchak, Eloy & Reis (2010) conducted an interesting study on the clapping behaviour of a stack of book papers clamped at a rear end. In their study, weight and elasticity of the papers were important factors in the oscillation of the papers against a free-stream flow. Guo & Païdoussis (2000) studied the linear stability with a potential flow model and claimed that an inverted elastic sheet was always unstable even in a vanishing free-stream speed with damping effects neglected, but no further information was provided on nonlinear dynamics. Here we experimentally investigate the flapping dynamics of an inverted elastic sheet in order to find how its stability is influenced by parameters Flapping dynamics of an inverted flag such as bending stiffness, flow velocity, fluid density, and sheet length. The effect of the parameters on drag and elastic strain energy is also examined. In addition, the flow structure developed by the sheet is identified, and its relationship with flapping dynamics and strain energy conversion is discussed.
Experimental setup
Experiments were conducted in an open-loop wind tunnel composed of an array of 10 × 10 computer fans (Johnson & Jacob 2009 ). The wind tunnel had a cross-section of 1.2 m × 1.2 m and was capable of producing free-stream velocity U between 2.2 and 8.5 m s ), with thickness h of 0.8 mm. The height of the sheet H was fixed at 30 cm, and the lengths of the sheet L were 23, 27, and 30 cm, providing aspect ratios H/L between 1.0 and 1.3. The deformation of the sheet occurs primarily in the xy-plane, and sagging and twisting of the sheet due to gravitation were not observed; the deformation was two-dimensional. A small tip deflection 0.02 < ∆/L < 0.04 was found in the initial sheet configuration due to material defects.
For the observation of sheet motion, a white plastic tape was attached along the top edge of the sheet, and it was captured by a high-speed camera (Nanosense MK3, Dantec Dynamics) mounted over the top of the test section. For each sheet, images were recorded at 100 frames per second as the wind speed increased from 2.2 to 8.5 m s . The top edge in the images was detected with a MATLAB script (Mathworks, Inc.). Aerodynamic drag D acting on the sheet was measured with two load cells (MB5, Interface, Inc.) connected to the top and bottom of the test section. The drag was also measured with only the clamping vertical strips and was subtracted from the total drag in order to obtain the net drag on the sheet.
Two non-dimensional dynamical parameters are important for the study of interaction between a fluid flow and an elastic sheet. These are non-dimensional bending stiffness β and mass ratio µ defined as follows (Connell & Yue 2007; Alben & Shelley 2008; Michelin et al. 2008) :
where B is the flexural rigidity of the sheet (B = Eh 3 /12(1 − ν 2 )), ρ f is fluid density, and ρ s is sheet density. Parameter β characterizes the relative magnitude of the bending force to the fluid inertial force, and µ describes the relative magnitude of solid to fluid inertial forces. In the wind tunnel experiments, β ranged from 0.04 to 1.50, and µ ranged from 2.5 to 3.3.
In order to investigate the effect of mass ratio on flapping dynamics, experiments were also conducted in water for low mass ratio of O(10 −3 ). The sheets were clamped vertically in a free-surface water tunnel with a test section 1.0 m wide and 0.5 m high. The water velocity ranged between 0.15 and 0.53 m s −1
. The lengths of the polycarbonate sheet 0.8 mm thick were 15 cm, 19 cm, and 23 cm. While β ranged from 0.05 to 1.38, µ was several orders of magnitude lower than that of the wind tunnel experiments, ranging from 0.004 to 0.006. A camera (IGV-B1920, Imperx, Inc.) was mounted below the floor of the test section, and the images of the bottom edge of the sheet were recorded at 10 frames per second as the water speed increases.
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Results and discussion

Three dynamical regimes
First, the amplitude and flapping frequency of the elastic sheets are presented for high mass ratio of O(1). The responses of the sheet can be divided largely into three modes, depending on non-dimensional bending stiffness β (figure 2). For β higher than 0.3, the sheet remains straight (straight mode, figure 2c i). For β lower than 0.1, the sheet bends in one direction and maintains a highly curved shape (deflected mode, figure 2c iv). Even though the sheet flutters slightly in both straight mode and deflected mode, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the tip A/L is less than 0.2 in these two modes, and flutter periodicity is not clear. Between these two quasi-static modes (0.1 < β < 0.3), the sheet flaps from side to side, and the deflection of the sheet is periodic with nearly constant A/L (limit-cycle flapping mode, figures 2c ii, c iii and 2d). A/L increases drastically in the flapping mode, and plateaus to a range between 1.7 and 1.8. For 0.1 < β < 0.2, the sheet continues to bend past where the tip is at maximum |y|, which results in slight decrease in the |y|-position of the tip at maximum deformation as described in figures 2(c iii) and 2(d). Within the flapping regime, the Strouhal number f A/U does not show a plateau, unlike A/L, but has a maximum value of 0.14 around β = 0.2 (figure 2b).
The inverted flag shows several characteristics distinct from those of the typical flag with a clamped or pinned leading edge and a free trailing edge (e.g. Zhang et al. 2000; Connell & Yue 2007; Alben & Shelley 2008; Michelin et al. 2008) . The inverted flag exhibits larger peak-to-peak amplitude, up to A/L = 1.7-1.8, than the typical flag. The large amplitude is realized because the aerodynamic force on the sheet, either lift or drag, always functions to destabilize the sheet and induce its deformation. In addition, the critical non-dimensional bending stiffness to initiate large-amplitude flapping from a straight mode is larger than the critical bending stiffness of the typical flag. The sheet used in this study was not self-excited when the end conditions of the edges were reversed to the conventional flag configuration. Moreover, while the typical flag exhibits periodic or chaotic flapping motion beyond a single critical bending stiffness, the inverted flag experiences large-amplitude oscillation only within a specific range of the bending stiffness. This trend of the oscillation within a limited range of the bending stiffness is somewhat analogous to the amplitude response of an elastically mounted cylinder in vortex-induced vibration (Shiels, Leonard & Roshko 2001) . On the other hand, an inverted flag with very small bending stiffness beyond the bending stiffness range studied here may behave differently. A very flexible sheet could bend 180
• around the clamped trailing edge and be parallel to the free stream, which results in the configuration similar to the typical flag. In this case, since the curl at the clamped edge does not make much difference compared to the leading edge of the typical flag, flapping of the typical flag type will be likely to occur. . In spite of the small width of the bistable region, the hysteresis was exhibited consistently in both transitions for every test. In order to check the sensitivity of the hysteresis to the initial alignment of the sheet, the initial angle between the −x-axis and the line connecting the tip and the clamped edge was varied. When the initial angle is within 1.5
• , the hysteresis loop still exists. However, for a higher angle, the flapping amplitude A/L tends to increase gradually near the bifurcation, and the hysteresis loop eventually disappears.
Mode shapes of the flapping sheet are obtained by proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) with the time series of the flag position data (Berkooz, Holmes & Lumley 1993) . The y-coordinate of the sheet is decomposed with orthogonal modes φ k (s) as y(s, t) = a k (t)φ k (s) in the curvilinear coordinate s and time t. The first POD mode φ 1 (s) with the largest eigenvalue is dominant, at which the amplitude of the sheet increases monotonically from the root to the tip (figure 3b). The r.m.s. error of the y-coordinate approximated only by the first mode was within 1.5 % of the sheet length over a cycle; the error increases generally as the sheet undergoes large deformation such as for β = 0.1. For β = 0.26 with relatively low peak-topeak amplitude (figure 2c ii), the POD mode is similar to the fundamental mode of the linearized Euler-Bernoulli beam equation, ρ s h∂ 2 t y + B∂ 4 x y = 0, with free-leadingedge and clamped-trailing-edge boundary conditions. When the amplitude saturates with decreasing β, the POD mode deviates from the fundamental mode, and the mode shape becomes more flattened. The dominance of the first POD mode in the decoupling of spatial and temporal components of y(s, t) clearly shows that the oscillation of the sheet is in a stationary wave form instead of a travelling wave observed in the typical flag (Zhang et al. 2000; Michelin et al. 2008) . The first POD mode of the orientation angle θ, the angle between the sheet and the −x-axis at a given s/L (see figure 1) , is also presented in figure 3(b) . θ increases linearly from the clamped trailing edge, but the slope of θ , curvature, reduces gradually along s and reaches zero at the tip. In contrast to the mode shape of y, the mode shapes of θ are almost identical in the flapping mode regardless of bending stiffness β.
For a low mass ratio of O(10 −3 ), the sheet can also flap with A/L > 0.2 in the range of 0.2 < β < 0.4 (figure 4), which is similar to the flapping range of the high mass ratio (figure 2). However, due to high fluid density and resultant high added-mass effects, the oscillation of A/L > 1 occurs in a smaller range of β, 0.2 < β < 0.25. In many cases of the flapping mode, the sheet does not cross the y = 0 line after rebounding, but continues to bend and rebound on one y-side only; both maximum and minimum y have the same sign. For this reason, both A/L and f A/U are decreased compared to those of high mass ratio.
The periodic flapping for the low mass ratio is one of the interesting features of the inverted flag. In the typical flag, the critical bending stiffness is nearly linear with µ for µ < 1, and less than 10 −4 at µ = 10 −3 (Alben & Shelley 2008) . However, for the inverted flag, the bending stiffness range of the flapping mode is not significantly changed when the mass ratio varies between O(1) and O(10 −3 ), but only dynamical behaviours such as amplitude and flapping frequency are affected. In that the inertia effects of the sheet and the surrounding fluid are negligible, static divergence instability rather than flutter instability should be responsible for the unstable motion of the straight sheet (Païdoussis, Price & de Langre 2010) . As the lift force exceeds the restoring bending force for decreasing β, the straight sheet starts to bend on one side by buckling, and unsteady flows eventually induce limit-cycle flapping as a post-divergence behaviour.
Unsteady force and strain energy
Once the sheet starts to deflect with high amplitude, the drag exerted on the sheet becomes a major source for bending. Here we examine the dependence of the aerodynamic drag and elastic strain energy on the dynamical modes. Only the cases of high mass ratio O(1) will be considered. Drag coefficient C D and non-dimensional elastic strain energy E S are defined as follows:
where K(s, t) is a dimensional curvature at a given curvilinear coordinate s and κ = KL. Since f A/U is 0.1-0.2 in the flapping mode, unsteady transient force should not be neglected, especially when the sheet has a high angle of attack against the free stream. Thus, the maximum C D of the flapping mode, which occurs when the tip reaches max |y|, is two to three times higher than the mean C D of the deflected mode (figure 5a). Furthermore, although the sheet bends and relaxes repeatedly, the mean C D of a cycle in the flapping mode is comparable to that of the deflected mode.
The curvature κ of the clamped trailing edge at a maximally deformed phase increases from 4 up to 7-8 as β decreases from 0.3 to 0.1 in the flapping mode. Meanwhile, κ of the trailing edge is between 5 and 8 in the deflected mode. Because of high curvature compared to the deflected mode, the maximum E S of the flapping mode (≈0.40-0.60) is much larger than the mean E S of the deflected mode (≈0.15) (figure 5b). As demonstrated in figure 2(c iii,iv), despite lower wind velocity, an elastic sheet in the flapping mode can bend downstream more and have higher dimensional strain energy than a sheet in the deflected mode. Moreover, the flapping mode generates a mean E S higher than that of the deflected mode.
The total kinetic energy of the incoming flow passing through the maximum frontal area during a bending phase isÊ
|ŷ|HT/2; |ŷ|H is the maximum frontal area of the sheet during bending to either positive or negative y-side;T is the time from when the tip of the sheet crosses the y = 0 line to when the sheet is at maximum deformation. From (3.1), the conversion ratio from fluid kinetic energy to strain energy during bending is defined as
S is the dimensional strain energy at maximum deformation. The conversion ratio R is between 0.2 and 0.4 in the bending phase of the flapping mode, and has a peak value near β = 0.17-0.20 (figure 5c). Here R indicates how much elastic strain energy can be stored from fluid kinetic energy flux for the possible energy transfer to other dissipative energy forms. In fact, the strain energy of this elastic sheet is conservative, and no dissipative energy can be extracted. In order to predict actual energy harvesting performance, the conversion of the strain energy to other types of usable energy and its effect on flapping dynamics in both bending and rebounding phases should be investigated, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
Leading-edge vortex formation
Flow visualization shows the correlation between the development of vortex structures and the flapping dynamics of the sheet (figure 6a). After the sheet crosses the y = 0 line, a vortex starts to form at the leading edge. The leading-edge vortex continues to grow as the sheet bends, and separates from the leading edge and moves downstream as the sheet rebounds. The formation and shedding of the vortex near the leading edge is analogous to the dynamic stall phenomenon of a pitching aerofoil (McCroskey 1981) . When the sheet crosses the y = 0 line in the opposite direction, a vortex of an opposite sign starts to develop. As a result, alternately signed leading-edge vortices are shed periodically into the wake in response to the flapping frequency of the sheet. Even though visualization in the wind tunnel was not performed in this study, it is reasonable to infer that the flapping of the sheet and the shedding of the leading-edge vortices will be also synchronized for high mass ratio. D. Kim, J. Cossé, C. Huertas Cerdeira and M. Gharib The elastic strain energy during the bending process also correlates with the evolution of the leading-edge vortex. The fully developed vortex starts to shed from the leading edge when the sheet starts to rebound from the phase of maximum strain energy. From this observation, we can depict how optimal leading-edge vortex formation is related to the magnitude of strain energy conversion. For this purpose, the concept of formation number is employed. The formation number was first suggested by Gharib, Rambod & Shariff (1998) as a non-dimensional parameter for the time scale of optimal vortex ring formation and successfully applied to biological models (Dabiri & Gharib 2005) . Based on Krueger, Dabiri & Gharib (2003) , Dabiri & Gharib (2005) and Milano & Gharib (2005) , we propose formation number F defined as
is when the tip crosses the y = 0 line, t = t f is when the sheet is at maximum deformation, and |ỹ| is the y-coordinate magnitude of the tip at t = t f ; u x (t) is the x-directional velocity of the tip. The growth rate of the vortex strength is reduced by the downstream motion u x of the sheet whose magnitude can be up to 0.6U. Therefore, u x (t) is included in the definition of F as suggested in Krueger et al. (2003) .
For both low and high mass ratios, the formation number F of most flapping cases is within a narrow range between 4.0 and 6.0 even though the flapping dynamics are different among various conditions of β and µ (figure 6b). The F curve as a function of β is of a concave shape and has a trough around β = 0.2. It is found that F is within the 4.0-4.5 range when β is 0.17-0.20 at which the energy conversion ratio is high ( figure 5c ). This number is close to the formation number for efficient performance of powered systems such as jet propulsion (Gharib et al. 1998; Dabiri & Gharib 2005; Milano & Gharib 2005) . Our analysis suggests that the formation number may also be used as a parameter to characterize the relation between optimal vortex formation and efficient storage of strain energy during bending in the selfexcited flapping system.
Concluding remarks
The flapping dynamics of a self-excited elastic sheet with a free leading edge and a clamped trailing edge were investigated in an effort to better understand the dynamics of unstable structures for potential application to energy harvesting. Instead of maintaining a deflected shape at equilibrium, the inverted flag can flap with large amplitude and store large strain energy because of the unsteady drag force. This flapping mode and the periodic energy conversion to strain energy are limited to a narrow range of the non-dimensional bending stiffness. Interestingly, the inverted flag can flap in a similar range of bending stiffness for the mass ratios of O(1) and O(10 −3 ), which implies that the mass ratio is not an important factor in its instability mechanism. It is also demonstrated that the flapping dynamics are closely related to periodic formation and shedding of leading-edge vortices.
Even though some dynamical properties have been examined in this study, the role of the leading-edge vortex on the bifurcation between the stable straight mode and the flapping mode and the mechanism to induce sudden transition from the flapping mode to the quasi-steady deflected mode remain unanswered. These problems will be addressed in the future with rigorous modelling of unsteady force and leading-edge vortex evolution.
